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General 

Overall there were plenty of thoughtful, well-developed and suitably-informed responses for both 
language acquisition and language change. Students seemed to really engage with the whole 
paper – from Joe’s birthday experiences, to reading at school, to the Sainsbury’s Victorian 
shopping experience and finally to tips for hair both past and present. This resulted in responses 
demonstrating that the students’ classroom learning experiences prepare them very well to cope 
with the significant demands of an unseen data-led paper.  
 
Question 1, as ever, was far more popular than Question 2. There was also some evidence that 
some students chose to do the literacy question when they may not have studied it as a topic, 
treating the data as a transcript to explore spoken language acquisition. Despite examiners 
marking positively, it was difficult to award marks for all AOs when the question of literacy 
development was not being addressed. While it is impossible to wholly mitigate these 
circumstances, the acquisition of reading and writing are topics that students really enjoy and 
perhaps make their understanding of acquisition richer, as well as offering potential for ENGB4 
investigations. Clearly some students have visited primary schools to revisit context and see 
current literacy practice which showed in answering this question. 
 
With language change, Question 4 responses dominated and many seemed to engage well with 
the topic as interesting, as well as the similarities (and differences) of eighteenth and twenty-first 
century hairdressing, its associated equipment and the genres used to deliver advice and 
information. Question 3 is often less popular when the text for analysis is not an older one from 
nearer the start of Late Modern English, but its content offered plentiful opportunities for discussing 
language change for those who chose to explore it.     
 
Despite reading quite so many Question 1s and Question 4s, examiners reported their enjoyment 
of marking the paper because the students were so engaged and found lots of different points to 
make and lots of different ways to link ideas. The paper proved to be truly synoptic, with many 
responses being able to fruitfully integrate power, technology and gender in varying degrees with 
acquisition and change.  
 
Overall, good approaches: 

x either had a topic focus for each paragraph based on selecting features, applying a theory or 
exploring a language method to structure a paragraph. The very best responses often 
organised by the patterns in the data holistically and paragraphed around these 

x looked across the data and selected wisely rather than trying to cover all language methods  
x clustered examples of similar features or ideas together, presumably after careful initial 

planning 
x embedded contextual factors on an ongoing basis rather than just at the beginning of 

responses 
x analysed the data rather than hypothesised about it at length. 

As ever, the key to the strongest scripts was the ability to integrate terminologically precise 
linguistic analysis with relevant conceptual and contextual considerations. Conversely, less 
successful approaches offered pre-prepared first paragraphs or very rigid approaches to 
introducing their topics in individual paragraphs. Students should be encouraged to find different 
ways to approach the data, so that they can tailor their responses to the specific texts that they 
have in front of them and build their knowledge into developed and sustained analysis of what is 
interesting in the data they have in front of them. Responses which opted instead for a linear 
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commentary on the data (for either change or acquisition) were more inclined either to run out of 
time, or become repetitive/descriptive in nature, or both. Conclusions, too, were of varying use 
mainly because they repeated points already made; if time permits writing a conclusion, then 
another paragraph of analysis would have more potential for students to gain marks. Likewise, 
introductions that copy the rubric/contextual information in the question are unhelpful. 

On a more general note, there was much evidence of good classroom practice in reading critically, 
planning and writing structured answers, at all ability levels. These skills will stand students in good 
stead for the future and evidence the high quality of teaching and learning undertaken before 
students even reach the examination 
 
Section A – Language Acquisition 

Across both questions, the contextual focus often helped scaffold and produce good, sensitive 
responses to the language used. As highlighted in previous exam reports, despite the relative low 
mark value of AO3, its usefulness to students in understanding the data cannot be overstated.   
 
Arguably, there are still too many students taking a concept-focused approach to the detriment of 
obtaining a high AO1 mark, though perhaps less so than in other series. Examiners have reported 
that they have seen far less 'knowledge without relevance' and that there were more links to 
examples from the data. Some students use and integrate concepts very effectively and, for 
others, being more tentative in the use of theoretical models may be far more helpful.  
 
Students always seem to be able to do something with language acquisition data and, as ever, it is 
the amount of analysis (rather than description), their ability to get an overview before drilling down 
to individual features and their integration of all the AOs that determine the final outcome for them. 
 
Particularly for Question 1, there seemed to be genuine attempts by many students to try to label 
features but there was evident confusion for some over auxiliary and main verbs, inflections and 
tenses.    
 
Question 1 
 
Stronger responses: 

x explored the different styles of interaction with parents, aunt and granddad and were open-
minded in applying CDS and gender theories. Better responses integrated contextual factors to 
illuminate discussion of the data 

x evaluated the impact of a range of contextual factors (toys, birthday, activities, family 
relationships etc). Some perceptively explored these in some detail, for example how the 
shared activity of putting the batteries into the toy impacted on the nature of the discourse 
between father and son 

x linked concepts relevantly to examples, choosing wisely from child language and synoptic 
(power and gender) ideas and theorists 

x selected language methods wisely, phonology for example 
x showed technical precision and understanding 
x saw patterns but analysed inconsistencies thoughtfully, for example with Joe’s deletions, 

substitutions etc 
x demonstrated awareness that Joe didn’t fit a single stage of development and that children are 

individuals and vary, even in these brief extracts, from holophrastic to post-telegraphic 
performances. 
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Less successful responses: 

x criticised the adults by taking a deficit approach to exploring their language choices with Joe, 
and either overstating the impact of these on his language development or making 
recommendations to his parents for improving his speech 

x hypothesised about the likely impact of contextual factors and stages at the beginning of 
responses, rather than analysing the transcripts   

x labelled every word class within utterances, without suggesting what these showed 
x tried to shoehorn in all learned concepts 
x struggled with what the telegraphic stage means specifically in terms of language development 

(ie grammar rather than phonology) 
x put words into the mouths of theorists by prefacing the introduction of theories with ‘Chomsky 

says that’. 

Question 2  

Stronger responses: 

x focused clearly on the reading of the children 
x explored context (classroom, role of books, differences in abilities of children, differences in the 

teacher and parent interactions) 
x engaged both with the detail of the miscuing/decoding process and the broader issues at play 

in the acquisition of reading 
x discussed confidently reading schemes and the concepts behind their inclusion, as well as the 

teaching strategies being employed by the adult participants and the subtleties of their different 
correction techniques 

x analysed the features of the book, especially the syntax 
x showed detailed knowledge of the phonics approach 
x pursued the CDS tactics of teacher and mother, but distinguished what a child can read from 

what they might say in a spontaneous conversation (which these texts don’t show).  

Less successful responses: 

x tried to apply spoken concepts and theories to the data, such as the stages of spoken 
development 

x treated the reading material as if it was the children’s own spontaneous speech.  
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Section B – Language Change 

As with the language acquisition questions, both questions offered students the opportunity to 
apply synoptically their AS- as well as A2-related knowledge and understanding, an opportunity 
which many seized, making effective use of concepts relating to power and gender as well as 
those specific to language change. Understanding of the impact of technology was more 
impressive in this year's answers, with some subtle comments on the place of social media, texting 
etc, and its effects on language. 

While students are clear on the numbering of transcripts, some seem unfamiliar with the 
numbering of the lines in the language change data. This is offered to them as a guide to their 
reading of the texts, rather than the presentation in the original version. It’s also worth considering 
that the texts cannot be entirely presented as per the original in order to fit the constraints of the 
size of the data booklets and readability for students. There was some assumption that Text G was 
in columns rather than pages from a printed book, placed side-by-side for ease of presentation, 
although students were not penalised for this assumption.   

Tentativity, as opposed to certainty, in observations seems the key discriminator for exploring all 
aspects of language change, but especially AO2 and AO3. While students are not expected to 
know every aspect of context, the assumptions that all women were housewives in the 18th 
century, that life is busy now and never used to be, and that all people were/are either descriptivist 
of prescriptivist led to overstated comments. Generally, students seemed, at times, too eager to 
get on to theories rather than focus on reading the data and understanding what it is about to 
check for relevance. In terms of lexis, the tendency to identify all words that the students don’t 
know themselves as archaic, while understandable, suggests this lack of tentativity. Students can 
indicate a feature like a borrowed word without having to know its detailed etymology; it is the more 
‘academic’ (and logical) approach to be tentative and not make bold claims that are based on 
flimsy knowledge. 

Although perhaps fewer than in the past, some gave potted histories of language change from the 
Norman invasion (also linked to the amount of French cheese in Sainsbury’s for Question 3) via 
the Great Vowel Shift, to Caxton and Shakespeare.  As previous reports have indicated, an 18th 
century text (like Text G) is not going to be illuminated by any of these distant historical beacons, 
nor are pre-packaged sound bites about language change from Crystal etc going to help the 
analysis. There were plenty of references to Samuel Johnson and his 1755 dictionary, setting but 
not immediately spreading, new standards. It is worth noting, however, that he shouldn’t be 
automatically bracketed with prescriptivists, Swift, Lowth and Murray; ultimately, he expressed his 
despair at his original plan of fixing the language. Another widely misrepresented theorist is Jean 
Aitchison, whose analogies with damp spoons, crumbling castles and infectious diseases were 
repeatedly said to express her own views, not to characterise her opponents. 

Question 3 

Stronger responses: 
 
x took a systematic approach to the text 
x consistently referred to contextual factors and concepts/processes of language change in order 

to illuminate language use in the data   
x considered thoughtfully power, prestige and advertising conventions 
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x showed awareness of trading practices, importation of goods and technological developments 
which also helped in the interpretation of the data   

x identified the passive voice accurately 
x showed subtle awareness of the representation of J Sainsbury’s.   

Less successful responses: 
 
x covered the lexis and grammar content of the mark scheme sparsely 
x described graphological features but overlooked their implications for meaning  
x demonstrated a lack of technical security in analysing grammar, register and syntax 
x showed a limited conscious attempt to identify processes of change as exemplified by the data 
x identified too many (very generalised) contextual points, without linking to language and/or 

focused on the content of the advert – particularly J Sainsbury’s choices of shop decoration – 
which detracted from language analysis. 

 Question 4 

Stronger responses: 

x considered the texts as a pair which then led to useful clustering of examples and links being 
made 

x saw Text G as a product of ongoing standardisation 
x explored usefully the informalisation of language and the distance between spoken and written 

texts as growing smaller 
x understood that William Moore was writing for 18th century readers, not for them, and refrained 

from accusing him of unnecessary complexity. Indeed, they could connect with the subtleties of 
the reader/writer relationship in both texts 

x showed good linguistic knowledge through well-selected lexical or semantic examples. For 
example, classifying ‘whatevering’ as a conversion from a pronoun (or adverb or vague 
completer) into a verb. Other examples of small-detail understanding were  ‘pomatum’ as 
probably Latin, ‘rollers’ representing continuity of lexis and that the words ‘vermin’, 
‘perverseness’, ‘servants’ and ‘juices’, while still in use, have shifted subtly in their meaning. 
This sensitivity to minor change as opposed to sweeping dismissals of words as ‘meaningless 
in the 21st century’ is always a sign of an open-minded student 

x applied the descriptivist/prescriptivist debate with salience as when focussed on ‘BFF’, as an 
initialism that Crystal may find inventive and others would call lazy. Its usage also played into 
AO3 where students generally saw the appeal of text-messaged and newly compounded 
expressions to a much younger and wider online audience than the rich, higher class and 
educated group targeted by Moore   

x highlighted affordances of online access, to complement well-noted Americanisms (‘color’, 
‘drugstore’), in addition to seeing American English as a variety of English  

x adopted a diachronic approach, noting the differences between the two texts. Detailed 
reference to a range of language methods and explanations showed a clear ability to analyse 
rather than describe or simply rephrase the content   

x explored gender and power to show a conceptualised understanding of the whole course 
x discussed lexical and semantic change, particularly in connection to technological change 
x showed sensitive understanding that Text G, as it was the more formal, was not automatically 

the most forceful or the one which used the most imperatives/deontic modals  
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x considered the effect of changing attitudes upon language: the obvious 'sex-kitten lift' (alluring 
and cute, drawing on society's expectations) but the fact that euphemistic reference to 'a young 
Person' is as close as Text G can get to saying 'woman' 

x explored the implied values of each text – health and hygiene for hair (particularly children’s 
hair, ignored by many students) in Text G, attractive appearance in Text H with sexual 
connotations, as an additional appeal, wholly alien to any respectable 18th century publication 

x engaged with the discourse structure of each, the adverbials of Text G and the use of footnotes 
as compared to the bullet-pointed imperatives 

x saw features as part of a pattern in the changing nature of language. 

Less successful responses: 

x identified outdated orthography (long s, ‘d, caps, and ligatures) but often had some odd 
reasons (or none) for their demise 

x offered very broad comments on standardisation, with quite a few talking as if Johnson's 
dictionary was the only factor in the standardisation of language 

x judged that syntax was generally too difficult (and ‘boring’) in Text G to be properly analysed 
x suggested punctuation as ‘excessive’ or dictating the sentence structure, rather than helping 

the 18th century reader to navigate it 
x (although not necessarily just a feature of less successful answers) struggled with explaining 

some lexical choices accurately, for example identifying ‘whither’ as an outmoded spelling of 
‘whether’ 

x asserted that there were no rules for spelling or even grammar before standardisation imposed 
order (perhaps students need to practise dissecting elaborate but entirely coherent complex-
compound sentences based on Latin structures) 

x only really discussed graphology and orthography 
x included references to Caxton that almost invariably proved to be irrelevant, especially with the 

assumption that the hundreds of years of printing technology between Caxton and the 18th 
century count for nothing. 

These points are raised to reflect on the approaches taken by the students who sat this paper and 
to help current and future students prepare for the demands of ENGB3.  For examiners, however, 
this paper remains a pleasure to mark because the responses of students show their enthusiasm 
for their study of English Language and is a reflection on the positive learning experiences they 
have had. 

Mark Ranges and Award of Grades 

Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results Statistics 
page of the AQA Website. 
 

Converting Marks into UMS marks 
 
Convert raw marks into Uniform Mark Scale (UMS) marks by using the link below. 
 
UMS conversion calculator  www.aqa.org.uk/umsconversion 
 
 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/results-statistics
http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/results-statistics
http://www.aqa.org.uk/umsconversion
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